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ABSTRACT

Web caching server is one of the important components of any web site, as it makes the access of users to web content much faster while balancing the network and server load. There are many caching approaches proposed in order to solve this problem. Classically, we know several caching algorithms like FIFO, LRU, LRU-min and etc. Most of them have their advantages and disadvantages based on specific context. The purpose of this paper is to introduce the new concept of caching objects along with their related content and test the performance of the proposed caching method using CPN Tools simulator program. It is generally known that the use of Colored Petri Nets (CPNs) for modeling the simulation of new idea is one of the popular methods of system evaluation throughout software development projects. Moreover it could be very handy in describing the overall logic of the system. The CPN Tools is one of the most robust simulator programs which supports all necessary tools and functions to build and run the simulation model for CPN. Therefore in this paper, we will use CPN Tools software in order to build a simulator for our innovative caching approach named as web caching with related content. Then we will analyze the results derived from the simulation of our model and will make corresponding conclusions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays while the Internet is becoming normal kind of things in our society, it is natural that the access to web content is becoming terser. The need for efficient web caching servers is constantly growing. Generally speaking, we know that web cache is logically located between web server (origin server) and clients accessing the web content. One of its major functions is to handle the requests coming from clients and respond as fast as possible. Web cache retrieves the requested objects from its cached memory, but if it does not exist, it will request it from web server and copies it to its own memory. With such simple mechanism, web cache could reduce the latency, because the request is satisfied from the cache which is closer to the client. So it takes less time to get the representation of requested object from cache and display it to the client, than retrieving it from origin server. This makes the Web seem faster. Moreover it reduces the network load as the object representations are reused, so it reduces the amount of bandwidth used by a client and cache server. This saves money if the client is paying for traffic.

The purpose of this paper is to introduce the new concept of caching objects along with their related content and test the performance of the proposed caching method using CPN Tools simulator program. Our caching approach would contribute to the concept of prefetching which is less researched in Web caching realm. The originality of this paper is constituted under the implementation of new web caching approach using CPN Tools software and testing the performance the proposed caching method compared to another classic caching method. We will focus on FIFO algorithm and will apply it along with newly proposed concept of caching with related content. We will build the CPN model of web caching simulator using CPN Tools software program. The paper also illustrates the design of CPN Model for both classic FIFO Caching and FIFO Caching with Related Content. Further we will collate the results derived from the simulation of both caching approaches and analyze the efficiency each algorithm. In conclusion, we will restate the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed caching mechanism and project some future works to be done to enhance our approach.

2. RELATED STUDIES

Caching algorithms also referred as replacement algorithms are optimizing instructions that computer program or hardware-maintained structure can follow to
manage a cache of information stored on computer. Cache size is usually limited, and if the cache is full, the computer or caching algorithm must decide which items to keep and which to discard to make room for new items. In this section we will consider several classical caching approaches.

**First In First Out (FIFO)** algorithm is simply removing the topmost items in caching list if the space needed. While caching new items, we add them to the bottom of a caching list\[2, 3, 4\].

The topic of caching data with related content is previously researched by Michael Rabinovich et al.[5] and he calls this method as **prefetching**. Prefetching refers to performing work in anticipation of future needs. The idea of prefetching Web pages has surely occurred to many as they used their browsers. It often takes too long to load and display a requested object; by the same token, several seconds usually elapse between consecutive requests by the same user. It is natural to wonder if the time between two requests could be used to anticipate and prefetch the second Web object so that it could be displayed with little or no delay. The goal of prefetching is to display Web objects on the user’s screen faster than if prefetching were not employed and the objects were demand-fetched, that is, downloaded after the user requested them. Prefetching mechanisms are user-transparent, meaning that prefetching takes place without the user being involved or even aware of it. User-transparent prefetching is probably the only practical approach because of the highly dynamic and wide-ranging nature of many browsing sessions; usually, the user is unable to predict the URLs of objects to be visited, except possibly for the top-level object of a Web site. A transparent prefetcher is necessarily speculative, meaning that the prefetching system makes guesses about a user’s future object references. For example, a prefetcher could infer future user behavior from past references to the same or similar objects made either by the same user or many users. Another source of information for the prefetcher is the content of the Web object that is currently viewed by the user. For example, hyper-links in an HTML object are candidates for prefetching since a user might click on them.

Any speculative prefetcher will make some wrong guesses and, therefore, will make more requests than a nonprefetching system that is presented with the same stream of user requests. The extra requests contribute to the two costs of prefetching: the extra load placed on origin servers and the extra network bandwidth consumed. It is important to quantify the costs because they can lead to worse performance for the prefetching client, other clients, or both. Besides evaluating the costs through obvious measures such as total extra requests
and total extra bytes, some studies attempt to be more precise, evaluating how prefetching affects the burstiness of requests and what portions of the network become bottlenecks because of the extra bandwidth demanded by prefetching\[6\].

There is substantial danger in prefetching. It is inherently difficult to predict the future actions of a user who does not provide any special information to the prefetcher, and incorrect guesses impose extra load on shared facilities. Therefore, it is valuable to know how much possible advantage prefetching can deliver and how accurate prefetching must be in order to succeed. An important study by Kroeger et al.[7] establishes bounds on the latency reduction achievable by prefetching into a shared proxy cache. These are not mathematical bounds, but rather the results of simulations applied to substantial traces (approximately 24.6 million requests) under idealized conditions. Their most notable result is that, even employing an unlimited cache, having a prefetch algorithm that knows the future, allowing up to 1Mbps of bandwidth for prefetching, and assuming that a major portion of end-to-end latency (77 to 88 percent) is incurred between server and proxy rather than proxy and client, prefetching into the shared intermediate proxy can reduce the total latency by no more than 60 percent. The primary reason for such limited latency reduction under such favorable conditions is the high number of uncachable objects that are not cached or prefetched in the study.

3. CACHING WITH RELATED CONTENT

In the previous section we considered various replacement algorithms from theory. We have also discussed about the concept of prefetching. This section will describe the new approach for caching web content. The main difference between prefetching and our approach is that we deal the requested data and its related content as a whole. So we can apply any replacement algorithm to cached data and at the same time to its related content. Similarly, in our method we separate the notion of data into two classes. One is the data type representing its own content and second is the data type standing for the reference to the first data type and including necessary information such as file name and its size. This approach will help us to share the same data by many complex objects including requested data and its related content. It will prevent the caching server requesting from origin server extra times for the same data which is cached already. Consequently it will reduce the burst of requests between origin server and caching server. We will apply our replacement al-
algorithm only to referential data type, checking if the data it refers is also referred by another object. If it is not referred by another object, we will remove the actual data from our caching memory. Playing with referential data types is lot faster than replacing the actual data. Therefore the replacement algorithms could be used efficiently and improve the internal processing of caching server. Table 1 summarizes the differences between prefetching and caching with related content.

(Table 1) Comparison between Prefetching and Caching with Related Content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cached Unit</th>
<th>Prefetching</th>
<th>Caching With Related Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data classified</td>
<td>Value of Data</td>
<td>Value and Reference of Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacement Algorithm</td>
<td>Applied to caching list</td>
<td>Applied to referential list of complex objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplicate data caching</td>
<td>Possible</td>
<td>Free</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is generally known that every web page includes hyperlinks to some other web resources. So in our method, we parse the HTML content of cacheable web page and cache the related resources along with requested web page. By predicting the possible items to be requested and caching them for users beforehand, we can increase the hit rate of cache servers and deliver the requested resources much faster. In this approach we do not go into deep to some predicting algorithm, so we just use the parsed links within requested web page. So if the web page is requested and it exists in cache server, we give to it some priority not to be removed by using some replacement algorithm. While deleting the cached web content, we also delete its related data unless it has reference with other pages. If it has a reference with other cached objects, it will not be removed from caching list.

The philosophy behind replacement techniques might be inherited from any algorithm mentioned above, but the concept of data to be cached is fundamentally changed. So the web page is now bound to its related web content and cached as single package.

From the concept above, we mentioned that one compound item of some cached web page can be referenced by other web pages too. So instead of caching the same data and binding it into different packages, the same data is shared by different packages. Preventing the duplication of the same data makes the caching memory used much efficiently. In order to implement this technique we have to introduce two types of web data. One is actual data which will be stored in caching memory and the other one is referential data which references the actual data in caching list. So we have to maintain two lists for both types of data.
We keep referential data in referential caching list and the actual data will be stored in real caching list. Replacement algorithm will use referential caching list in order to find what data to delete and the actual data from real caching list will be deleted.

In caching the web objects along with their related content, we consider the web object and its related content as one encapsulated object. This object includes the list of image and text references. Image and text references are referential data types which have to be derived from actual caching list. Moreover encapsulating object includes the main text reference object referring to the requested web page itself. So the referential caching list will store the encapsulated objects including references to actual caching list.

The related content for web page could be found through the use of special parser which searches for hyperlinks. The caching simulator implements the "compile" function which compiles the web page and its related content into one encapsulated object. It has to parse the content of requested web page and compile the list of related web resources. Parser has to identify the reasonable links and report them. The implementation of this kind of parser is somewhat advanced topic and has to be considered in further researches, so the parser has to implement some sophisticated prediction algorithm anticipating the users next request and marking it as related content.

The idea discussed above is summarized into <Figures 1> and <Figures 2>. The <Figure 1> shows the regular caching method without prefetching the next user request. The <Figure 2> shows how the proposed caching with related content works. The algorithm of caching along with related content is initiated by the client’s request. After receiving the request from client, cache server searches the requested page inside actual caching list. If it finds the requested web page, it derives the actual content from real caching list and returns it to the client. Meanwhile it applies some caching algorithm to referential list, not to actual caching list. If it cannot find the request page from actual caching list, it sends new request to origin server and starts compiling new package of related content for requested page. Whenever compiling new package, the cache server checks if some related resources exist in actual caching list. If they exist, compiler simply makes reference to them and does not request it from web server. If they do not exist within real caching server, they will be downloaded from web server.

While allocating them to real caching server and creating references for them, cache server will check for available memory. If there is no available memory, it will continually remove encapsulated packages with related content according to some replace-
ment algorithm from referential caching list as well as removing them from real caching server until the available memory reaches desired size. After the needed space freed for new batch of related web resources, it will be placed to real caching server. The related web resources will be placed to real caching server separately while to referential caching server as one encapsulated object.

4. CPN MODEL

We built two CPN models for simulating the web caching both with classical caching approach and with proposed method. For the sake of simplicity, we chose the easiest caching algorithm—FIFO. So we can compare two methods: original FIFO caching and FIFO caching with related content (Tadao Murata, 1989).

4.1 CPN Model for FIFO Caching

In this model, we have three color set declarations, so it means that we deal with 3 types of objects. First is the actual web data which is represented as token with W color. Second is the list of web data, which refers to a caching list in this model. The list object is predefined in CPN ML Standard Library and stands for extendable container of objects. Thirdly, we have declared colorless token as E, which helps us to control some transitions.

The CPN presented in <Figure 3> CPN Model stands for actual caching server which caches with the use of FIFO algorithm. There are 5 basic actions within this model, or we can refer them as transitions. Firstly, we initiate the genReq transition which refers to the action of generating requests. In this model, genReq transition randomly generates requests for web objects within the domain of W color. While generating request, it adds E token to the ReqCnt place for the sake of counting the requests produced. Here E token does not have any real meaning but used for counting the requests. Similarly, the E token consumed from Switch place limits the genReq transition from continuously generating requests till the recently requested object processed and sent to the user. Finally the genReq transition inputs reqw token to reqData place. This place stores the request sent to cache server for processing.

After coming to reqData place, the reqw token has two directions. One case is when the getData transition is enabled and it can consume the token from reqData place. The getData transition is guarded with condition checking if the requested data held in caching list. In order to do so, it takes the cacheList token from CData place and checks the above mentioned condition with
Figure 1: Ordinary Caching

Figure 2: Caching with Related Content
**mem cacheList reqw** expression. The **mem** command is predefined function for List structure in CPN Tools’ standard library. If it gives us “true”, then the **getData** transition is enabled and the data could be passed to client requesting it. So the **reqw** object takes the dataSent state. On the other hand, **getData** transition put E token to **Switch** place enabling the **genReq** transition to generate next request.

In contrast to **getData** transition’s guard, we have reverse condition for **addMiss** transition which checks if the data is absent in caching list. So in case of the **getData** transition is not enabled, the **addMiss** transition will be surely active. This transition adds E token to Misses place which counts the number of missed data. If we know the total number of requests and misses, we can derive the hits through finding the difference between total requests and misses. Also the **addMiss** transition transfers the **reqw** object from **reqData** place to **toCache** place noting that this data has to be cached.

Further the **cacheData** transition will be enabled. This transition takes the requested
data from UData place and appends it to caching list. UData place stands for data which is not cached yet. In order to append the requested data to caching list, cacheData transition takes the cacheList object from CData place and through using cacheList^[reqw] expression puts back it with appended newly cached data. In this manner, the caching list is filled with data. In real cases, the caching memory is restricted, and such resource limitation is very vital in caching. In order to represent the resource limitation, we used a technique called Anti-places. This technique refers to adding reverse arcs and an anti-place against some place in order to bound some transition such it can be fired only n times. As the CPN Tools software lack such property like defining the limitation for places, we walked around it by adding anti-place for CData place. We called it antiCData. So depending on the initial number of tokens in antiCData, the CachedData can be fired n times. If there is no tokens left in antiCData place, this represents the caching memory is full and some objects should be removed from caching list. For this purpose, we have RemoveData transition which is enabled in case if and only if the caching memory is full. In order to check this, we use guard for RemoveData transition with length cacheList > = n expression. It checks the length of cacheList object and if it is equal or more than designated number, the transition will be enabled. The RemoveData transition also takes the cacheList object from CData place and after beheading it, returns back its tail which refers to the rest of elements of the list except first. The head of the cacheList is pushed back to UData place which stores the web objects which are not cached. This is the essential concept for FIFO, so we take the old data from top and append the new one to the bottom. Moreover RemoveData transition gives one token to antiCData enabling the cacheData transition to be fired one more.

After the data is successfully cached to caching list, the getData transition will be enabled, as its guard gives true result. Through firing getData, we send the requested web object to the client and wait for next request.

4.2 CPN Model for FIFO Caching with Related Content

In this model, we make some changes to previously discussed CPN Model. Firstly we will describe the generation of requests. It is a bit sophisticated then just randomly selecting the web objects from domain as a request. In this module, we use some stochastic techniques to define the probability of the client’s decision. Normally, the users after opening the web page, they click on the links located within that link. We as-
sume that the user has 50% likelihood for clicking the hyperlink within opened page. The 50% likelihood is when the user accesses the other web page which may be not within the opened web page. This mechanism is implemented in CPN Tools in such way as follows.

In CPN shown in <Figure 4> is a substitution transition for genReq transition mentioned in <Figure 3>, a previous CPN model for ordinary FIFO caching. It has two output ports and one input port. One output port pushes token to ReqCnt place for counting the requests generated. Another output port gives us the requested web object. The input port takes the E token from Switch place. The RND transition generates a Boolean value, either true or false. So the probability of getting true or false value is 50 to 50. Then two transitions check the value inputted to ClientDec place. ClientDec place refers to the client’s decision and if it is equal to true, the client will access the page which is not related to currently opened one. If the client’s decision is not to open the related site, the AnotherSite transition will randomly generate a request from the domain of web objects and passes it as request to cache server. If it is false, then client’s decision is to click the hyperlink within currently opened web page. Also smooth down the case when the client’s decision is to open related link when the web browser is empty, we also check if the RelatedList is not empty. The important thing to note is when the client decides to related site, he knows what sites are related from the place which keeps the related links of currently browsed page. And this place is exactly the RelatedList place. The client randomly chooses any link from this place and sends that as a request. We will discuss more about RelatedList fusion place later in this section.

The overall model for FIFO caching with related content also takes some changes, as you can see it in <Figure 5>. We have a new transition called as CompileRC, which defines the related links for requested web object. In our case, for the sake of simplicity, this transition randomly assigns the related link to requested object. We also strictly defined that we find 3 related links for each requested object. Therefore after adding the requested object to CRelatedList place as a head of the list through firing the AddReq transition, we enable the CompileRC transition to retrieve 3 related links for requested object. After retrieving the related objects, they are appended to the relSites object stored in CRelatedList place. The fulfillment of CRelatedList place enables the cacheData transition and then it can be fired. The cacheData transition appends the relSites list to caching list and also returns back the head of relSites list to reqData place. As we mentioned previously, the head of relSites list is re-
requested object. So now the requested object is placed reqData and CData and consequently it enables the getData transition.

Another important effect of cacheData transition is that it transfers the relSites object to RelatedList fusion place. We discussed about this place above while generating requests in case if the client decides to click the hyperlink within the opened web site. So the RelatedList place stands for a place which stores a list object which keeps the related content of currently opened web site. So harnessing this information kept in RelatedList place, we will be able to generate meaningful requests based on related content of currently browsed web page.

As we are adding data in the form of batch and we have already predefined that the batch consists of 4 objects where 1st is the requested object and the other 3 are the related data. We have mentioned about antiCData place in our previous example. In this model, every time when we append relSites list to caching list, we take 4 tokens from antiCData. It means that we are using more memory than in our previous example. As measurement of memory, we are counting the number of tokens stored in caching list, so respectively if the batch consists of 4 objects, we have to take 4 tokens from antiCData place. On the other hand, while removing the data from caching list, we take 4 topmost objects from caching list and push them back to UData. We also input 4 E tokens to antiCData place, in order to enable cacheData transition.

5. INITIAL SETUP AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we will compare the results derived from simulation of both models and prove the efficiency of the proposed

![Figure 4] CPN Model for Generation of Requests
caching method. As an initial set up we declare 30 web objects as a domain for W token. So these tokens will be requested by client and consequently cached in caching list. The limitation for caching is 10 tokens for ordinary FIFO caching model. So the caching ratio is one third to available data. The summary for initial setup is shown below:

**Total data** : 30 web objects  
**Max. data for caching** : 10 web objects  
**Caching method** : FIFO  
**Number of requests generated** : 200

Thus after generating 200 requests for a cache server using ordinary FIFO method, we have got the following picture as it shown in <Figure 6>. Since the beginning of simulation, the caching server showed poor results in terms of cache hits. As the number of requests grew, the difference between cache misses and hits became broader and broader. So observing the <Figure 6>, we can see how the cache hits getting leveled, while the cache misses grow. We can conclude that ordinary FIFO approach is not enough to be a good solution for web caching, as it shows low
Above we can see if our approach enhances the performance of FIFO caching method. We can observe from <Figure 7> that from the initiation of the simulation the cache hits are gaining large spread against cache misses. So the difference between cache hits and misses is gradually growing. This means that the efficiency of our proposed method is continuously increasing. So we have seen that the use of FIFO caching with related content makes dramatic improvements to the performance of caching server. So we can conclude that our method paid off our efforts.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

Our study focused on building the CPN simulation model for web caching with related content using CPN Tools software and testing the efficiency of proposed caching algorithm. We derived the results from simulation and proved that the proposed approach will dramatically improve the caching performance of standard caching algorithms. Of course, the proposed algorithm might require more CPU power for internal processing, but in comparison with the time spent for downloading the objects from internet and delivering it to the client, it might be very insignificant period. On the other hand, the use of CPN modeling techniques could reveal the logic of our system in much comprehensive way. Therefore we used this technique in order to describe the application’s core logic.

The proposed method is specifically designed for web caching, so it could be implemented in future proxy cache servers. There are still many issues that should be researched on proposed topic. For example, as it was mentioned above in this paper, the
“Compiler” component of simulator has to be revised and improved. Despite finding the links within web text, the “Compiler” should be intelligent enough in order to identify valid links and add them to the batch of related resources. Moreover there should be an intelligent module making decision about whether to download related resource of some requested page to the cache based on how busy the link is. Generally speaking, all those issues mentioned above could contribute to the efficiency of web caching along with related content in future.
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